If you weren’t able to join us on the day for our most recent event on Philanthropy and the Digital Revolution as part of #WINGSForum2021 you can find the recording here.

To kick off the event, academic and writer Zeynep Tufekci was interviewed by Rhodri Davies, Head of Policy at CAF. Their fascinating keynote discussion focused on the relationship between digital and civil society - including both the threats and opportunities in this space. Our panel of speakers from around the world then dove deeper into some of these issues, using their first-hand experience in philanthropy and other non-profit organisations to provide diverse perspectives on the theme.

As we developed and ran this event, as well as the corresponding exclusive workshops for our members, we came across plenty of resources. We’ve listed some of those here to help support your own work in this area.

**Blog post** | A call to philanthropy: let’s help build societies that are tech-enabled, not tech-led, Benjamin Bellegy

**Blog post** | On the Patient Capital Needed from Philanthropy in Tech, Nanjira Sambuli

**Book** | Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of Networked Protest, Zeynep Tufekci

**Community** | Connect Humanity

**Nonprofit Newsroom** | The Markup

**Platform** | data.org

**Report** | Roadmap for Funders: Investing in Digital Infrastructure, TAG

**Toolkit** | Open Source Innovation and IDEO’s HCD Toolkit

**Video** | Social Physics: How Good Ideas Spread, Sandy Pentland

**Video** | A conversation with Virginia Eubanks

**Workbook** | The Omidyar Systems Thinking Guide